GLOBAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Engineering Research Summer Program
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA–CHAMPAIGN

JULY 20 - AUGUST 10, 2019

REGISTER: http://go.illinois.edu/GET_Apply

Arrival Date: July 20 | Departure Date: August 10

STUDY . . . at a top public university in the United States
EXPERIENCE . . . U.S. higher education faculty teaching methods

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

NATIONAL RANKINGS

#6 Undergraduate Programs
#9 Graduate Programs

CLASSROOM STUDY

All classes in English
24 hours of instruction
Taught by Illinois faculty experts
Weekly research projects
Certificates awarded upon completion

ILLINOIS
Global Education & Training
ILLINOIS INTERNATIONAL

go.illinois.edu/get
globaled-training@illinois.edu
2001 South First Street
Suite 107, MC–681
Champaign, IL 61820 USA
Contact Matthew Gadbury, gadbury2@illinois.edu, to receive information about GET.

REGISTER: http://go.illinois.edu/GET_Apply

ILLINOIS FACULTY

PROFESSOR
SRINIVASA SALAPAKA
DEPARTMENT OF
MECHANICAL SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

RESEARCH PROJECTS

STUDENTS WILL COMPLETE
RESEARCH PROJECTS
USING REAL DATA
FROM OUR LAB:

(P1) Intro to Matlab / Simulink
(P2) Dynamic systems simulation
(P3) Sine-sweep method
(P4) Frequency-based analysis

SIX RESEARCH PROJECTS TOTAL

Students must be entering 2nd year of college or later.

COURSE TOPICS

• SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS
• MODELING OF PHYSICAL
  (EXPERIMENTAL) SYSTEMS
• ANALYSIS
• CONTROL DESIGN

PROGRAM FEES

TOTAL PER STUDENT
$5,830.00

Amount is with shared room
Students will also pay for:
international and domestic airfare and health insurance.

PROGRAM FEES - $5,000/PERSON
All fees include instruction, training materials, cultural activities, and local transportation through mass-transit bus system.

CAMPUS HOUSING FEES
21 days on-campus;
single room – $680/person
shared room – $480/person

CAMPUS MEAL FEES - $350/PERSON
21 days on-campus;
includes breakfast and dinner at University residence halls.
All other meals at additional expense.